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PREFACE
YOU MIGHT BE ASKING YOURSELF why anyone would write yet
another book for the Super Users of enterprise applications such as
SAP, Oracle, JD Edwards, Workday, Microsoft and myriad others.
There are so many great books out there for helping people like
you. Over a number of years, you have read them all, cover to
cover, and with their guidance you have become just so…SUPER
at your job. You are well respected, you are appropriately rewarded,
and you are surrounded by reliable cross-functional collaborators.
What’s that? You are confused? You haven’t read all those books?
None of them? Of course not, because no one has ever written a
book like this for you, a book intended to help you to become
better at your role as a super user and how your company can build
a thriving and sustainable Super User Network. The positive ripple
effect of your efforts should, in turn, provide you great job
exposure, improve your engagement and job satisfaction, and bring
more visible benefit to your company.
Simple searches across Google, Amazon, BarnesandNoble.com
and other sites will reveal that there are dozens and dozens of
books that will teach end users how to use enterprise software like
the aforementioned SAP, Oracle, JD Edwards, Microsoft, Sage,
Workday, et al …(everything but the stuff cooked up by your own
IT department.) There are hundreds more books for enterprise
applications practitioners (business intelligence, middleware,
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infrastructure, applications configurations, project guides), few of
which even address user considerations such as usability or tips &
tricks, let alone provide super user career enlightenment.
In short, none of these books cover any of the questions that you
are constantly asking:
1. Am I the only one who thinks that better system use will
naturally lead to better business results?
2. Why do we spend so much on software and
implementation projects and so little on training and
supporting the people who use that software?
3. Am I the only one who thinks that the help desk isn’t very
helpful?
4. How can we organize training and support without asking
for a burdensome budget? (If it costs much at all,
management will tell us no, am I right?)
5. What do I need to learn to be a leader among the end
users I work with?
6. What skills do I need to further and widen my career path?
In this book, we offer our voices of experience and wisdom,
learning, and solving in order to help you find your voice to do the
same. This book is about getting the engine going to provide you
and your peers with the long overdue visibility, inclusion, tools, and
training needed to do your jobs continually better in order to
improve the operations in your company as well as your lives and
careers.
The career destinies of new end users, experienced end users, new
super users, and experienced super users are all intertwined, all can
evolve, and the key ingredients to long-term success include crossfunctional collaboration, recognition as a real community, and
resources.
On the subject of “intertwined” there are no super users without
end users. For you readers who are new to the subject as well as

those who are already somewhat savvy, let’s establish right now an
initial definition of both:
An End User is an individual who employs enterprise software as
the core tool or asset to enable completion of specific business or
public sector activities.
A Super User is an end user who has in-depth knowledge of a given
segment of business or public sector enterprise software and respective
business processes. A super user serves as a "go to" person who
provides training and mentoring to a number of end users as a means
of daily support as well as to raise their competency level. Many do this
naturally and organically because they are naturally curious and
passionate about helping other people and their companies. Many super
users represent their business area’s interest in enterprise software
projects, as well as the identification of business process improvements
from the ground level.
Evolution or Revolution: A History Lesson
Why a revolution? Before the rise of enterprise applications, which
got kicked off big time in the early 1990’s, people who were termed
as the “end users” of prior business software were primarily
engaged in limited functions such as sales order entry or purchase
ordering processing or invoice posting and worked in, let’s face it, a
rote and boring environment. As such, they deployed limited skill
sets and the value of their work was not considered as crucial to
business success. That is no longer the case. Individual end users,
isolated or, as we say ‘silo’d’, from other end users, is a failing
scenario.
For years we have all chanted the phrase “integrated systems”.
Everyone knew this meant that the silos were no longer going to
get the business results that were expected from an integrated
enterprise-wide software solution. The problem: organizations
needed to fundamentally change the way their people operated, not
just according to the flow of the business process activities that
flowed horizontally across the organization, but to embrace the
actual people behaviors, the stuff between the lines and the shapes
on org charts. For most, this did not happen.
Instead, companies have been throwing more and more systems
and solutions at the problems and are now realizing that the
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challenges are not something that systems and solutions will fix.
The challenges lie deeply rooted in the human behaviors within the
organizational structures that support those human behaviors.
These include culture, politics, and reporting structures that are like
steel barriers to the collaborative voices of Super Users begging to
be heard. This is one of the key reasons end users alone will not
fix this problem. You need an organization that can rise above the
existing structure in order to truly navigate cross-functionally.
Strategically savvy executives will get this.
Let’s look at an example.
Note how for a common major business process –Orders to Cashthere are a number of critical “functions” that need to be fulfilled
that are accomplished in a total of five disparate “departments”.

With integrated systems, users are impacting each other in real-time
at a cross-functional level, i.e. with people from other departments
across the same business process. These activities and impacts can
happen without much cross-functional collaboration. We know
this because it is happening in many organizations, maybe in yours,
whether or not you have realized it. This is another reason why end
users alone, within the existing organizational boundaries, cannot
fix this problem.

If a company wants to realize a higher return on their investment,
the end users must have a wider vision, more complex skill sets,
and greater support. The upside of this change is business process
efficiency (speed, accuracy, quality) which leads directly to the
measurable business benefit that companies had in mind when they
acquired the enterprise software. In short, the end user should be
working from a cockpit, not a bicycle seat.
That simple fact has not been satisfactorily recognized in the
conference rooms and the corner offices. Not satisfactorily at all.
We know that all day every day you, the experienced users and
Super Users have great ideas for business process improvements
but may lack “the words to say it” or, more commonly, a
communications channel for your idea to be heard, much less
moved forward. As we will elaborate later in this book, this is one
of the many reasons we view the need for many firms to undergo a
Super User revolution.
…
When the shiny new all-singing, all-dancing, integrated enterprise
software was implemented, there was a dream that walls would
come down, that business would be streamlined and that people
fulfilling business process would work cross-functionally and in
harmony. Well…
…Ginger recently had the opportunity to hear a CEO address his
entire employee body. His message was that they have very smart
people performing well in different functional areas but need a lot
of improvement in building up cross-functional knowledge and
performance. He might as well have shouted “Our systems are
integrated but we all still work in silos!”
What should have been a natural evolution for all companies from
the old-style view of an end user to the new one clearly did not
occur for these “silo people”. If this evolution has occurred in your
company, you and your fellow end users and super users should
already have some form of super user network or at least be on the
road to one.
If the old end user paradigm still exists in your company, you
probably need some form of revolution. Or revelation? The fact
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of the matter is that every enterprise already possesses a number
of super users, i.e. people who not only use business software with
flair and efficiency but who also help colleagues to perform their
jobs better. Management may have no idea that such a situation
exists. Ginger says, “You have super users, either by default or by
design, but you have them.” Most super users were pulled together
to support the business through changes coming due to a
technology project. They were part of the project, part of the
project budget and part of the leadership. And when the project
ended, there was the unrealistic expectation that they would
magically go back into their discrete departmental vertical business
areas and yet continue to be “super” even without the benefit of a
budget, a structure, or leadership of any kind.
What happened is predictable. Some continued being super for a
while but, without recognition or support, their super powers of a
shared commitment, passion, empathy, and connection faded. And
guess what? This story repeats itself over and over each time a new
project comes along needing business involvement and
engagement. The same pattern is repeated with the same
result. What did some really smart man say about doing the same
thing over and over and expecting a different result?
If you are an end user of enterprise applications software, we
believe that you should read this book.
If you are an end user of software other than enterprise software
but in an environment where shared user knowledge is essential, we
believe that you should read this book.
If you are in a company that does not have a super user network or
equivalent, we believe that you should read this book.
If you are already a super user, we believe you should read this
because we have not seen any books anywhere that have been
written with your career benefit and community in mind.
We also believe that this book describes both evolution and its
more dramatic extension, revolution, for conceiving, building,
deploying, and sustaining a vibrant and influential end user ecosystem led by a Super User Network. This movement, which
started in the late 1990’s, should, by now, be commonplace,

mainstream, everywhere. We trust that in reading this book, you will
be educated, inspired, and motivated to help this evolution along. It
is long overdue.
TERMS & DEFINITIONS
Throughout this book, we will be using terms that may not be
entirely familiar to you. Here is a short list of the most common:
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CHAPTER 1

DRIVERS AT WORK
Introducing the Real Drivers of “Getting Business Done”

Your Monday Morning Burning Platform
MONDAY MORNING YOU ARRIVE at work and
find everyone in the office staring at their
laptop screen or iPhone or Surface Pro. Two
of your closest colleagues are bent over a Ouija
board; eight fingers each gingerly resting on a
slow-moving planchette that will soon reveal the
future.
“What’s up?” you ask the woman in the office next to yours. She
doesn’t look up. She just slowly shakes her head.
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So you log in and read the email that has been sent to all
employees in your 3,350 person enterprise.
To All Employees
Priority: High (and we mean “High”)
"Over the weekend, the board met with the intention of finding new and
dramatic means to cut company costs and thus raise profitability.
Our decision is that next week we will choose between:
Option A: to lay off 90% of our business management from director
through supervisor levels and all of our business systems IT people
or
Option B: to lay off ALL of our end users.
We will announce our decision to you all on Tuesday morning.
While your opinion is valuable to us, we will not be accepting replies to
this email. Thank you for your understanding."

Pandemonium. Shouts. Sobbing. Curses. Thrown objects.
Breaking glass.
“What day is this? April Fools’ Day?”
“This is a joke. Tell me this is a joke.”
“Have we been hacked?”
“I’ve been here for twenty years. Where is the loyalty?”
“Someone check the server. I’m sure it’s a hack.”
Time passes. The email is read and re-read. Its verbs are analyzed.
Spell check yields no errors. The choice of font is a subject of
debate as is the punctuation. There is not a single exclamation
mark in that email for all the exclamation marks that it inspires in
its readers.
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After a careful study of option B, the business management
people all breathe a sigh of relief. Surely a director is more
valuable to the firm than a mouse-pusher. And without managers,
who the hell is going to manage? People in business systems IT,
after suffering a major jolt when reading option A, breathe a
milder sigh of relief in seeing option B; but as the minutes pass
and they reflect upon the meaning of that option, their relief
slowly dissipates and turns into genuine concern… [to be
continued]
…And One of Them is Illegal
WE ARE NOT FOND of the term “end user”. In fact, Ginger has
often stated that she hates the term as it is applied to the good
people who perform business functions in the service of “getting
business done” or, better, “getting business done well”.
All throughout history, terms and phrases and labels have evolved
to better suit the current culture, beliefs, and their social or
professional contexts. From secretary to admin to executive
assistant. From programmer to software engineer. From waiter to
barista. From weatherman to meteorologist.
Clearly, it is high time that we reconsider the awful moniker of
“end user”.
To begin with, the word “user”, is meant to describe the action of
operating as in “they actually use the software”. All the same,
using can also mean ‘manipulating’, ‘consuming’, or ‘exploiting’
or ‘abusing’. In short, while end user activities are unfailingly a
“contribution” to the “getting it done”, application of the label
“user” is counter-intuitive and, yup, unattractive. And where, we
ask, does the word “end” even apply? End of the line? End of
the day? This end up? So when do others care about the term
'User'?
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Further, the term “user” has no business context. Instead, it
addresses the very limited IT perspective, such as a) restart your
application, b) respond to a help desk request, c) reset your
password, d) provide you with a “user name” or e) update your
attributes or capabilities.
All of these activities are auxiliary and have only an indirect and
peripheral relationship to what you really do: namely, fulfill
business processes.
When you are talking to a customer to elicit information that is
critical to their needs, are you a “customer user”?
Does it makes you a “supplier user” when you post an incoming
invoice to your accounts payable?
Are you a “curious user” if you query sales history archives to
determine how often a given client rep has ordered your firm’s
products online?
Are you a “tourist user” when you navigate through various
system menus to find the option that will provide you exactly the
option you need?
In fact, the “user” facet is the smallest common component in
your overall role; it is your “license maintenance” as you fulfill the
great role of business process driver.
We also found this awful definition in yourdictionary.com:
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We trust that you will already agree that there are better ways to
refer to this army of drivers in a way that expresses the value they
bring to business operation excellence.
C-level folks often disagree as to the cause when their company is
foundering or simply spinning its wheels. More marketing. Fewer
highly-paid directors. Diversify the product line. No, consolidate
the product line.
One area that, trust us, is almost never addressed: the relative
competency of the company’s end users.
This is a serious oversight because of the absolute importance of
effective and efficient completion of business processes. Let’s be
clear: business processes are what companies do. If your company
makes things, you have business processes that encompass the
purchasing of raw materials, production planning, production,
packing, shipping, and more. If your company provides a service
your business processes include the preparation and training for
service delivery, pricing analyses, quality assurance, post-service
support, and the like. The list goes on and you, the reader, can sit
back for a moment and ponder the string of steps that
encompass whatever business process you contribute to. How
well or badly that process is fulfilled has a direct correlation on
business success or failure. You know this. You get it. How about
the people you work for? Do they get it?
If you have not already done
so, it is time to rebrand since
the term "user" does not
truly reflect the importance
or, more succinctly, the
scope of value that the role
can
bring.
Business
excellence is the goal and
while directors, managers, and supervisors tend to believe that
they are the "drivers" of business process fulfillment, their roles
are actually to direct, manage, and supervise those who truly drive
business process fulfillment. These directors, managers, and
supervisors are not behind the wheel. The end user is. In fact,
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when it comes to fulfilling business processes, directors, managers,
and supervisors exercise their authority to bring a positive
influence to business process fulfillment. In such cases, they are a
part of the solution. Otherwise, they are often merely spectators
and,
as
such,
irresponsible.
From now on, we should
all think of “end users”
as “business process
drivers” or just drivers for
short. And henceforth
provide the support they
need and deserve.

While the work of planners,
managers, directors, marketers,
trainers, and a host of other
business collaborators will
greatly influence business
results, only end users have a
constant and direct effect upon
results.

Process drivers wield
phone, keyboard, mouse,
wand, barcode reader,
thoughtful
business
judgment, powers of
persuasion, and other assets in combination with specific
business expertise and the engine of enterprise applications
software to fulfill their tasks on the superhighway of major
business processes. The quality of collective business transaction
execution efforts are directly reflected in profit & loss, customer
satisfaction (or lack thereof), and other measures of success or
failure.
The key words above are “directly reflected”. While the work of
planners, managers, directors, marketers, trainers, and a host of
other business collaborators will greatly influence business results,
only end users have a constant and direct effect upon results.
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Below is the value chain of business process fulfillment:

driv·er
[ˈdrīvər]

NOUN

1.

2.
3.

a person who drives a vehicle:
"a taxi driver" ·
synonyms: motorist · chauffeur · pilot · operator
a wheel or other part in a mechanism that receives
power directly and transmits motion to other parts.
A factor that causes a particular phenomenon to
happen or develop
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It is important to understand how an end user’s role in a
company embraces the second and third definitions provided in a
dictionary and how training and organizational support are
required.
Imagine if your company invested in a fleet of sophisticated
Formula 1 vehicles for rapid delivery of goods to preferred
clients but failed to train their former van drivers how to use this
new steering wheel.

I think we can all agree that before long these drivers would find
themselves approaching the ditch. And the ditch always wins.
To put it bluntly, your enterprise software is the engine as your
end users drive on the superhighway of business processes to
improve key performance indicators leading to the promised land
of improved Profit and Loss. As an end user, what do you care?
Well, first of all you take pride in a job well done. Beyond that, if
your company is doing well (and you are viewed as a positive
contributor) you may be in line for a pay raise, a bonus, or a
certificate of appreciation or equivalent recognition.
Given all of this, one would think that end users would be fully
respected, supported, and appreciated. Sadly, this is too seldom
the case. Until a “revolutionary” realization is made as…
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…Monday was a long night for the entire employee population
of your company. Who would be canned the next day? Would it
be option A (90% of business management from director
through supervisor and all business systems IT people) or option
B, (all end users.)?
The point of this mini-drama is to illustrate the dynamic that
occurs daily in nearly every enterprise that we have ever seen.
Business managers are often viewed as irreplaceable. IT
managers, ditto. The end users, unfortunately, are viewed as easily
replaceable because the powers that be do not recognize the
relative value of a savvy, competent individual effectively fulfilling
business processes compared to a “body” pushing keys and
swirling a mouse. As such, and as crazy as it sounds, virtually
“firing” all the end users (or simply starving them of salary,
support, and respect) and regularly replacing them with
“anybodys” strikes many of them as a “good business practice”.
The Causes and Costs of End User Neglect
ONE OF THE MORE FREQUENT QUESTIONS we are asked is
“How do you determine the ROI of end user training?” Such a
calculation requires measures of the value of individual and
collective end users and few such measures exist. Looking at the
other end of the spectrum, however, we can gauge the cost of
neglecting end user training since neglect has long been the
standard across the spectrum of businesses.
When economic times are tough, the senior management of
companies tends to make “belt-tightening” adjustments that
almost invariably include a reduction of training budgets.
Sometimes these cuts make sense (“do we really need to go to the
leadership seminar?”), but in the case of end user competency
training, such cuts may cost you more than they save.
As an example of management myopia regarding “the high cost
of end user competency”:
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Managers seem to think that end user training should only occur
as the next-to-last step of a software implementation project.
The trouble with this thinking is that as time goes by, two things
happen continuously:
1. The software is changed (which changes the way it is
deployed/used by end users) and
2. End users come and go. Replacements need training. Is
any training available?
Another cause of neglecting to provide end users with refresher
training is the erroneous belief that the software is highly intuitive
and “they’ll figure it out on their own”. Let’s step aside for a
moment and remember that anyone using the Internet to any
great degree can be classified as “an end user” and in the net,
intuitive processing is a major issue. It does not take any end user
training to qualify you to buy a book on Amazon.com. Nor does
it take a class, online or otherwise, to teach you how to sign up
for an online newsletter or join a chat club. In the main, these are
simple tasks, not business process fulfillment activities.
(Although…there is the true story of an English couple who got
online and booked flights to Birmingham. They intended to go to
the England version and found themselves with tickets to
Birmingham…Alabama. Oops.)
It does, however, take end user training to learn how to create a
sales order that includes individual order items coming from one
source, tag on delivery terms and conditions from a separate
table, validate the availability of each item via queries into stock
records and forward loads from purchasing, run a customer credit
check, and electronically stamp the sales order as approved in
order to allow that input to update accounting (cash flow),
purchasing (for the material needed to produce any items not in
stock), production planning, and the client master records for inprogress sales orders. This is especially not intuitive if, in the
course of an end user completing the operation, IT applications
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folks have changed the navigation to run a customer credit check
but no one informed the end users about the new navigation.
The point is the contrast here. Downstream negative impacts to
glitches in true business processes are far more complex and
damaging than our Birmingham story and far more complex and
costly to resolve.
The reality is that the complexity is not because of the system.
The complexity is in the business process, the operational
activities, decisions, and more that make up business processing
and thereby the jobs that enable execution of those business
processes. You are smiling. You are not convinced? Next week,
go get your warehouse manager with thirty years of experience
and one of your whiz kid financial analysts from Carnegie Mellon
and switch their assignments. Tell the financial whiz that his new
role is to oversee deliveries, approve stock transfers, manage
inventory on 46,567 spare parts, and provide purchase
recommendations based on item turnover statistics. Tell your
warehouse manager that you need an updated cash flow analysis
in six separate currencies. Provide no training because “these jobs
are so intuitive that they really don’t require any training.
No surprise to us, they will both fail spectacularly and quickly
because the roles are complex and require training. What ends up
in a worse mess, the warehouse floor or financial analytics? Deep
stress ensues and spreads throughout your company like a puddle
of mud.
Fine. We are exaggerating but not my all that much. In the field,
we find we have to go such lengths to make such points because
too few executives recognize how costly an error it is to not
adequately provide end user support and to underfund their
training with a flippant attitude of “they’ll figure it out”. And just
where does this attitude come from?
Is it because they assume that the users are doing great because
no one has told them otherwise?
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Do they hear that the software is viewed as “working” and thus
believe that the users must be doing things right?
What we find most often is that they simply are not paying close
attention to end user competency levels but are instead merely
watching the budget.
In one of his research projects, Michael asked company
respondents two key questions. The answers to both questions
were nearly identical and we combine the graphics into one:

No budget? No direction? No ownership?
No continuity of competent end user performance.
This revelation of a lack of company ownership of end user
competency was followed by another when Michael spoke at an
enterprise applications software event in London.
“There were more than 600 attendees for my keynote on the
subject of post-implementation strategies. I asked them to raise
their hands if they’d had their enterprise software for three or
more years. Nearly all hands went up. I then asked them to keep
their hands up if, in the past year, they had provided their end
user base any formal refresher training. All hands went down.
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The hall went silent for a few seconds and then everyone burst
into nervous laughter. The joke, I told them, was on us.”
A not very funny joke, actually. Let’s take a look at this dramatic
and true story of end user neglect and how it cost a company big
time.

The Story of Alice
Alice (alias) was the senior experienced sales order processing
specialist for a company that, in a survey regarding end user
competency, rated its users “world class”. In order to dig deeper
into a company with this claim, we traced system use on the part
of end users across their most important business process: order
fulfillment turnaround. The company manufactured widgets for
the high tech IT market and was paid a premium for on-time and
right quantities delivers and their Just-in-Time customers’
factories had that dependency.

According to their sales order configuration, any order under
$10,000 directly entered by a salesperson was automatically
passed from sales to manufacturing and distribution, thus
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streamlining the orders-to-cash process. Alice was responsible for
reviewing all orders over $10,000.
Since large orders are the life-blood of any firm, it may be
presumed that Alice would check these orders the instant they
came in. Upon review, we found that Alice received no special
prompting when a large order was in the queue. This would not
have been a problem except that Alice did not check her
incoming sales screen on a regular basis. Instead, she waited until
the end of a working day to review and approve the largest orders
her company had received that day. As she put it, “I found it was
more for me personally to do a batch run rather than one at a
time.”
When she told us this, we asked, “When you received your user
training, did they explain to you your role in fulfilling a business
process?”
She replied, “I don’t what you mean by business process.”
Thus, Alice had fulfilled her business function to the letter while
holding up untold sales orders by up to one full day in the ordersto-cash business process. While Alice was trained to the functions
of sales order monitoring, she was not aware of her role in the
all-important process.
It turned out that the large orders constituted 60% of the client
revenues and that the average delay was a half working day. Thus
30% of the company business was delayed by up to one full day
because of poor training. The algorithm we applied told us that
the real cost was in the millions.
While you might naturally think that Alice should have been
aware of this glitch, it should be noted that none of her coworkers, including her immediate supervisor, ever reviewed her
role with her. The firm that claimed its user base was “world
class” was actually “run-of-the-mill” with a collection of users
who knew the features and functions but were clueless about the
relative business processes. Should the design have included a
prompt when a large order was awaiting review? Perhaps. But no
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prompt would have been needed if the user knew the business
process. The elimination of such “prompt” or “alert”
requirements is one excellent example of the virtues of teaching
the business process to users.
The story of Alice illustrates the influences of a single malinformed user on the orders to cash business process. But Alice
was only one of several end users involved in the process. What
if there are delays or errors made in any of the other process
steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Pricing
Client master record creation or update
Sales order entry – order acknowledgement
Materials purchase request
Purchase approval
Stock receipt
Production planning
Production (itself a major business process)
Packing & shipping
Invoicing
Payment posting

In this basic scenario, up to eleven end users are responsible for
effective business process fulfillment. Any one of them could be
a second Alice.
“They’ll Figure it Out” is not a Strategy
ON AVERAGE, COMPANIES tend to invest only 4% to 5% of their
enterprise applications projects budget on training, of which
about 50% is dedicated to the end users and the rest goes to the
internal project team and executive awareness. Worse, since end
user training is the penultimate step before Go-Live, a stage when
both budgets and schedules are stretched thin, many companies
irresponsibly provide foreshortened initial training. “We budgeted
seven working days for end user training, including three days of
parallel processing with mentors. But when we were due to start,
we were late and low on budget, so instead we had a full Saturday
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and half a Sunday in the Holiday Inn Ballroom. After the Sunday
session, we served pizza to the team as a bonding effort.”
Addressing a project budget shortfall at the expense of
subsequent user competence is a poor trade-off and is usually
followed with a hopeful “they’ll figure it out” attitude, a view that
we now know is delusional and costly. The result is that new
users are hesitant, slow, unaware of their roles outside of
individual functions, and probably resentful that their training was
so abbreviated. Thus, the entire investment of the project,
planning, consulting, design, technical development, testing, et al
has been put at risk because the users are not adequately prepared
to succeed.
Ginger once came across a company with an auto manufacturing
parts fulfillment center that seriously failed to properly train
warehouse users on the new system functions for inventory
control. Due to a consequent series of user errors, critical
shipments were severely delayed to the automobile manufacturing
plant which results in a total shut-down of the manufacturing
line. Company leaders responded by renting jets to fly needed
parts to the manufacturing plant so that manufacturing could
continue unabated.
What costs more? One or two extra days of end user training or
a) the cost of a manufacturing line shut-down and the lost
business that this occasions plus b) the cost of those emergency
jet flights?
End user neglect can extend to weeks, months, and sometimes
years after go-live, during which the end users do not, either
individually or collectively, “figure it out”. Instead, they struggle
at great cost to their companies and at great cost to their own
well-being. And bad habits such as these get passed down to
succeeding generations of users. Here are just some of the many
barriers to success that get thrown at the “business process
drivers”:
1. Frustration:
Struggling end users are unhappy.
Unhappy users avoid the system as much as possible and
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often settle on workarounds. As we all know, what works
around comes around.
2. Help desk training issues: for each help desk call that
could be avoided with better end-user competency, at
least one hour of productivity is lost. Depending upon
the nature of the call, business could also directly suffer
(e.g. when the help desk call is relative to sales order
entry).
3. Blocked or decelerated business process fulfillment:
Go ask Alice.
4. Higher levels of transaction errors: leading to lost
time for corrections, reconciliations, and re-dos.
5. Disconnects between end users and business
process architects: resulting in less efficient business
process designs and thus less efficient processes.
6. A reduction of cross-functional supports, due to lack
of horizontal collaboration, as struggling users are little
help to each other.
7. Failure to address end user attrition with on-going
training of replacements. See problems 1 through 6 grow
even worse. Repeat.
8. No platform or channel for the voice of the end user
to the powers that be. Processes continue to be
tweaked or fully revised without the vote of the users
and are put into production without prior warning.
9. Skipping change management steps that should
result from process changes resulting in end user
tendencies to return to “working the way we always
have”.
What Ginger sees time and again in the field is a culture in which
end users exclaim “I don’t know why we do it this way”, and the
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response from business systems IT people and consultants is of
the “this is just how it works” variety. Processes often prove to be
clunky, inefficient, and often just plain stupid and, without
effective collaboration between business process design people
and the actual users, a bad situation becomes institutionalized.
What Michael sees time and again in the field is a penchant on
the part of many firms to continue to add software to their
existing portfolios in the hope that yet another shiny new toy will
do the trick. One client once told him that his end users didn’t
know how to use the software, business leaders were unhappy
with how it operated, and senior management was livid about the
lack of usable reporting and intelligence. “So what’s your plan?”
Michael asked. “We’re implementing CRM,” he was told.
All of these consequences have price tags that exceed the cost of
end user training and could be completely avoided if your
organization had a functional super user network. (Yes, a super
user network. We have much more to relate on this most
important subject. After all, it’s in the title.)
…
To this point, we have been a bit harsh in regard to senior
management in companies when it comes to their leadership of
end users. In fairness, it is not because senior management is
inherently clueless. The company invested big time to acquire and
implement enterprise software and the learning curve for all
involved was steep and daunting. Project members had to learn
horizontal business process design, possibly software
configuration, new rules for master data, and the like. Senior
management members had to learn how process changes would
alter management directions and priorities. IT staff was forced to
learn new operating systems and data management. In the
hubbub of myriad project priorities, the care and feeding of the
end user population simply fell by the wayside.
The software vendors tend to downplay the importance and the
burden of end user training by claiming that the software is
“flexible” and “intuitive” and that its utilization can be easily
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trained. The systems integrators have little stake in end user
training success as they will disappear shortly after new software
goes live and the longer-term view of end user success or failure
will not come clear while they are still around. Thus, both
software vendor and systems integrator tend to fob off end user
training onto the customer who very seldom grasps the
complexity and criticality of that aspect of their enterprise
applications adventure.
The Real Drivers of Business Process
SO YOU SEE HOW CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT initially envisions
the users of their enterprise software rowing down the river but
now must face the fact that “the river” is a series of rapids.

Note how nearly everyone in the above photo is smiling or
laughing. They are the end users. That guy in the white helmet
gazing earnestly downstream? He’s the Super User.
In more formal terms, no project implementation methodology
we have ever seen includes the steps to build a super user
network or even provides basic guidance for long-term postimplementation strategies for end user populations. While many
projects include the initial identification of super users and the
establishment of a super user network, few establish permanent
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project-agnostic leadership or an ongoing budget and these
networks tend to quickly decay and then wither away.
So just how important are super users to success in business?
Read on.
…
Remember that Monday morning burning platform email you just
got? We, your authors, are the board members in this story and
our main concern in making our decision rested on the need to
keep the doors of business open. Thus, we have chosen Option
A which is to lay off 90% of our business management from
director through supervisor and all our business systems IT
people. Through time, these people can be replaced. Had we laid
off all of our end users, business would have completely stalled.
Customer orders would not be posted. Production plans would
not be updated so no production would occur, no invoices sent,
no money collected.
We considered simply having the business executives replace the
end users who could “figure out” how to “use” the software and
the other skills required to fulfill business processes but then
remembered that “they’ll figure it out” is not a good strategy.
So, what will this book do for you, a super user of enterprise
software with an eye on improvement? Situations vary, so let’s
begin by getting a handle of what areas are most in need of
attention and support.
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The maximum score is 35. If your score for “Current Level of
Support” is less than 25, you have your work cut out for you. You
may also share this scoring with your colleagues. Have them
provide their own input and compare results. Are you on the
same page? The goal is not to determine your own personal
agenda but to reveal the agenda that will most benefit your
company as a whole.
Ginger notes that the absolute key to improvement in these areas
is active management support. Such support says “We respect the
role of Super User in this organization and, by extension, the
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overall end user community which will be heard, valued, and
provided with sufficient training and support.”
In this sense, the results of this scoring are a reflection of the
level of support that is provided or is lacking.
There are many reasons why basic users need the support of a
super user within the context of a vibrant network:


You adapt: you inherited the system you use without any
input known laughingly in our world as “user acceptance
testing” and, no matter how unusable that software may be,
you make it work.



You are visible: in many cases, you are the only person in
your company who has contact with (pick the one that
applies) a) the customer, b) the supplier, c) the accountants,
d) the marketers or e) [fill in the blank]. Yours is the only face
they see and yours is the only voice they hear.
Customer/contact satisfaction is more in your hands than
anyone else in your company.



You do damage control: you know that the little bitty switch
right there in the lower left hand corner of the screen will
cause customer turmoil if checked.



You have flow control: in a system that is real-time and
highly connected/integrated, data accuracy and timeliness of
transaction processing is critical to business success.



You know where the bones are buried: You know the details
of why you do not do a particular activity, why you do that
little detail, and MUST do that little detail. And when the
business process design geniuses think it’s time to tinker with
the process, you can describe all the moving parts in detail
from a practical and experienced user point of view



You have process improvement ideas: You know what
works well and what doesn’t work well on the front line.
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You know when something is “clunky”. If only you had a
platform, a voice.
This first chapter has addressed the issue of “recognition and the
need for training and support of the valued role of end users”
because you can’t have a conversation about the need for a Super
User Network without first addressing the state of the end user
population.
We will not bother to tell you that you are going through a
“digital transformation”. We will talk instead about “the evolution
of labor” and if that is too double-barreled we will go with “you
are doing things faster and better, both on your own and in
collaboration with others”. Because it’s more fun that way. And
more profitable all around.
We raised the need for rebranding, as the term end user has not
evolved with the evolution of the actual role. This rebranding
theme extends to the super user term as well. So we leave you to
reflect upon that idea.
A Focus on the Super User
THE TROUBLES AND CHALLENGES described in this chapter are
long overdue for a shift, an evolution, for some of you a
revolution. The very best way to make this shift avoid them and
position a company for greater success at business process
fulfillment is to create a Super User Network and, by extension,
identify and support the people who will drive the value of that
network: the super users.
Overall super user roles vary considerably depending upon their
company’s culture and organizational maturity.
Some super users fill only that role full-time but could step in as
an end user at any time.
All super users are positioned to be heroes to the end users they
serve and lead.
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Many super users are also end users and fulfill the super user role
part-time. One of the reasons why super user communities have
been so difficult for companies to get their arms around is that
too many only know how to manage people who report up a
vertical structure. They do not know how to manage people who
are fulfilling more of a “volunteer” role that is not limited to the
traditional vertical role. How to crack this conundrum is detailed
in the remainder of this book.
The most successful super users combine the necessary
technical/software skills with the bones for teaching/mentoring,
team-building, diplomacy, and career guidance.
Through the remainder of this book, we will focus upon the role
and business practices of a super user in the context of justifying,
building, and managing a Super User Network. We have the great
good fortune to know many such people who are accomplished
in these areas and a number of them will be weighing in with
nuggets from their experiences. We look forward to you, the
reader, adding your wisdom through time. (In the back of this
book are details for sharing your experiences and insight.)

